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Introduction
The Relocation Chart
A relocation chart is simply an ordinary natal horoscope moved to a different location. 
It's a chart cast for the same cosmic instant of birth, but looked at from another location, 
as if the birth happened there. The planets' sign positions all remain the same, but they 
will appear in different houses at different locations, thus altering their strengths and 
areas of influence.  So, if you were born in New York, for instance, and then moved to 
Paris, your relocation chart would have any first house planets shifted about 90 
degrees clockwise into the tenth house; tenth house planets would be shifted into the 
seventh house, and so on, thus giving your natal chart a whole new look for your 
Parisian adventures. In fact, if it turns out to be a significant improvement, you might 
even want to move there. Or, perhaps you might just want to visit when you are doing 
the kind of things that your Paris relocation chart favors -- work, play, health, creativity --
depending on your planets' relocated house positions.
The Relocation Map
Although any one relocation chart opens up new possibilities for you when you travel, if 
you put a lot of them together and trace them on a map you get a set of marked-out 
roads of opportunity that stretch around the world, each of which will add strength and 
emphasis to specific parts of your personality and potential. There is a geographical 
ribbon running many thousands of miles around the globe, every mile of which gives 
you Mars rising, adding to your energy and individual power whenever you are on it. 
Another gives you the Sun rising, another, the Moon, and so on. Around the other side 
of the earth are similar routes on which your planets are always exactly setting, on the 
cusp of the seventh house. Similarly, there are north-south pathways each 12,000 
miles long where individual planets are on your Midheaven or IC if you go to them. 
Together, they make up an often-intersecting set of personal highways, a grid of 40 
planetary lines that mark out your chart's strongest places for relocation, where one or 
more natal planets are on the angles.
And if that's not enough potential roads to travel on, there are a total of 180 global lines 
that depict where your 45 major planetary midpoints are on the angles, adding a subtle 
substructure to your planetary potential. Altogether, they depict your own personal 
World Wide Web of highways and byways that add special strengths to your chart and 
promise new heightened adventure and return for simply taking a trip. You'll find that 
there's hardly a place on the planet you can go without discovering a new slant on life, 
a new take on what you already have working inside you.
Windows Of Opportunity
Finally, as your personal progressions and transits move along and affect your natal 
chart, these same changes will be touching your relocation chart as well, but often quite 
differently. This will mean that certain parts of the world open up as unique windows of 
opportunity for a limited, but golden time. A look at these will tell you not only where to 
travel, but when is the optimum time to be there as well. Find out the best of where and 
when, and then book your ticket, with the stars on your side.



The Armchair Traveler
You don't have to actually show up at a strong relocation place to have it affect you. 
You may well find that areas where you have locality planets, midpoints, transits, or 
progressions on the angles have a way of waltzing into your life unannounced, or that 
you'll find yourself dealing with people who live there in a way that is described by your 
chart in that locality. In the era of electronic world travel, you may not need to go out of 
your door to find your different relocation charts working for you.

Angles in Signs
Ascendant in Libra
You can easily poke your nose into other people's business here and even get 
rewarded for it. You'll be seen as a sign of change -- and one for the better, if you do it 
sincerely and with a smile. You may not always be the first in, but you'll surely be the 
second, so expect to share the spoils, and the profits.
Midheaven in Cancer
People here are usually willing to say you're sincere and make your moves from the 
heart, so act accordingly, even when you're not. You can make great inroads by 
appearing to make an important stand on issues, as long as you are willing to make a 
reasonable compromise at the endgame. The appearance of winning is everything.

Natal Planets on Angles
Any planet on one of the angles (Ascendant, MC, Descendant, IC) of your relocation 
chart will be greatly strengthened when you are at the place of relocation, very much 
like if it were on the angles of your natal chart. If the Sun is on an angle, you'll have 
more confidence; if Mars is there you'll have more energy, and so on. Moreover, you 
don't have to actually go there to get the effect. Having a planet on a relocated angle 
will accentuate that place for you even if you are only doing business with people there 
over the phone. You have an accentuated quality to people in such places that you 
may not have elsewhere.
Natal Moon/Uranus  On  AS (Strong) 
Spontaneity and sudden changes of the heart may be an everyday state of affairs here, 
so a dull ride isn't in the cards. It's not a great climate for business, but a great place for 
emotional adventure. Just don't take sudden turnarounds too personally, as they are 
the norm and no blame should be retained for long.



Natal Moon Cnj IC (Medium)
You may not intend to wear your heart on your sleeve here, but events will tend to have 
that effect. The way you feel about life and your immediate reactions to those around 
you will likely not remain private, so this may be a gateway to fame if you choose your 
responses well. It's not really about who you are but your opinions that will activate your 
doings here; so your ticket to success is living like you're on camera, letting people 
know how you feel and expecting it to be passed around. You'll probably feel more 
intuitive here, like you're linked to the landscape somehow and you know more about 
what's happening as a result. This may not be the best place for a quiet getaway, even 
if it's location is fairly out of the way, as you'll tend to become the talk of the town and 
folks will seek you out even when you'd just as soon they didn't. That will be the price of 
opening your mouth, and here you probably just can't help doing that. So, if you're 
prepared to get involved and take responsibility for and advantage of your personal 
pulpit here, this is the place for you. Obscurity probably isn't an option, but fame may 
well be.
Moon in Tenth House
Your feelings are likely to be on display here, or it can seem so, so don't expect to have 
an entirely private life. Don't react unless you expect to make ripples -- something that 
can give you a lot of good press if you play it right. It's a good place for making a name 
for yourself, but only if you do it from the heart.
Natal Mars Ssx AS (Medium)
You should find your stamina level increasing here -- or, at least you find it easier to get 
the job done without having to waste extra energy. Your first stroke is usually the right 
one, so you save energy by not having to repeat efforts in order create accomplishment.
Easy and invigorating.
Mars in Eleventh House
Help and encouragement from high places are here to be found, though you may need 
to curry some close personal connections before you're presented with them. Burn with 
the fire of intimacy and sincerity, and it will be returned in kind. Enthusiasm is always 
the most hot at first, so you'll need to follow up to keep it aflame when you return.
Natal Uranus Tri DS (Medium)
This can be a land of discovery for you if you ease yourself into it on a personal basis. 
Just show up and look for something different, and the chances are you'll find it. It's 
partly about what's there, and partly about the fresh pair of eyes you bring to the 
situation that gives everybody a new look.
Uranus in Third House
It's a great climate for communicating all sort of original ideas and new approaches to 
thinking -- your only challenge is to sort out the really revolutionary from the completely 
goofy, which may seem alike on the surface. It's all a stop-and-go process, as will be 
communications with daily associates of all sorts. 



Natal Sun/Mars  On  AS (Medium) 
This is a full-throttle location where you've got the pedal to the metal 24/7, which means 
you can get a lot done or completely exhaust yourself. You may come on too strong 
without meaning to, so there's more than one reason to back off on the accelerator 
from time to time and ration your fuel supply, or you'll overheat.
Natal Mars Tri IC (Medium)
Compliments on your accomplishments and your general energy level of getting things 
done can be expected without your having to solicit them. That can be a career boost, 
as you're not swimming against the current, but have the public tide behind you. Living 
up to expectations and self-promotion come more naturally here.
Natal Moon Sxt AS (Mild)
Feelings find outlet more effortlessly here -- not necessarily by a direct route, but 
sometimes by an open door that invites you to walk through. You're more naturally at 
ease with the way you relate to the environment, so the rest flows along without having 
to think about it or analyze your emotions.
Natal Uranus Ssx IC (Mild)
If people around here think you're an Einstein, which they may, do your best not to 
disillusion them. There's a lot of insight waiting to happen for you, partly because the 
company of the clever thinks you're one of them. That, of course, is up to you to decide 
-- whether it and they are your cup of tea.

Paran Latitude Lines
Mercury-Venus Latitude Line at 52N32'59"
This is a great place to show off your innate skills of design, balance, and harmony -- 
whether it be in the physical or social environment. A sense of what looks and feels 
right is strong here, and you should follow your notions of what to pick and who to 
match, as you'll be more on target than you may imagine. Go for what pleases, not 
what challenges, and for what fits, not what just fits in. Visualize a frame around 
anything you see or do -- it's a picture, it's a movie, and you're the director, so roll the 
film. You don't have to control the situation, just make it obvious for everybody what the 
easiest and best approach will be.
Venus-Jupiter Latitude Line at 53N10'50"
To use a food metaphor, this place can be a moveable feast for you, a multi-course 
dinner where dessert is still over the horizon when you're munching on the main course.
The question is not one of appetite or abundance -- there's more of both here -- but of 
capacity and endurance. The eyes tend to be bigger than the stomach, and the "I'm 
full" messages just don't get through soon enough, so bring along a dose of good 
sense as well as a pack of antacids, and make sure that you expend as many calories 
as you ingest. That goes for life in general, which can be joyfully overstimulating until 
you realize too late that you're way past your limit.



Sun-Neptune Latitude Line at 53N54'38"
You can be all you want to be here, or at least that's the way you'll feel and the energy 
you'll put out. Your inner dreams radiate and inspire those around you, but it is doubtful 
that you can fill every fantasy or live every possibility. There are too many options that 
flow forth from within, and the challenge here is to get specific enough with the chosen 
few that they come all the way to fruition without falling by the wayside as newer things 
beckon. Sympathy runs strong here, but it takes more than a feeling to make good 
feelings come true. Follow your inner nature, but follow-through.



Relocation Map



Relocation Wheel
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Relocation Scoring Graph
Manchester, UK - 002W15'00", 53N30'00"



C*C*G Section
Transits to Angles
Location charts respond to transits very much like your natal chart. Although Jupiter, for instance, 
may not be transiting your natal Ascendant right now, it is transiting your relocated Ascendant 
somewhere, and that somewhere is likely where you'll easily get a lot of extra attention and 
enhanced personal prospects if you go there or start doing business with people there. The same 
goes for the rest of the planets, so you can travel to seek or to escape their transits at the place of 
your choice.
Progressions to Angles
Although you can't escape your natal progressions, you can go experience them someplace else, 
particularly where a favorable progressed planet relocates right on an angle and thus gets extra 
emphasis. As with transits, your progressed relocation paths will tell you where it's happening 
according to the nature of each planet. Being that they are progressions rather than transits, the 
effect will be more internal than external, but noticeable all the same.

C*C*G Planets on Angles
Any planet on one of the angles (Ascendant, MC, Descendant, IC) of your relocation chart will be 
greatly strengthened when you are at the place of relocation, very much like if it were on the 
angles of your natal chart. If the Sun is on an angle, you'll have more confidence; if Mars is there 
you'll have more energy, and so on. Moreover, you don't have to actually go there to get the effect.
Having a planet on a relocated angle will accentuate that place for you even if you are only doing 
business with people there over the phone. You have an accentuated quality to people in such 
places that you may not have elsewhere.
Transit Saturn  On  AS (Strong)
This might not be the place to go right now, unless you love pressure and hard work. That doesn't 
mean you'll get work here, perhaps the opposite, but you'll be expected to do double duty in any 
case. If you want to look older, it's the place to be, as you'll appear a bit more serious and 
traditional. Expect at least a year of this here.
Transit Saturn Sqr IC (Strong)
Expect to get caught between the new and the old here for a year or so, where it will be difficult to 
be on either side of an issue and you may need to defuse criticism of your track record even in 
places you thought were supportive. You'll find out who's on your side soon enough, but in the 
meantime maintain your integrity.
Transit Pluto  On  IC (Strong)
This place may have a compelling feeling about it that could make you burn your bridges and set 
up shop entirely anew, forging new roots or even adopting a new language. Just remember, make 
new friends but keep the old, one is silver and the other's gold. Don't tear up the treasure map to 
your original home connections, as they remain the foot you started on and have determined the 
trajectory you are on now.
Transit Pluto Sqr DS (Medium)
Expect several years here when trust may be an issue and pressure may seem the only way of 
getting your way. You're best off avoiding confrontations, as they will only lead to complications, 
so find a negotiated way out whenever possible. But remember, it's up to you -- blind faith in a 
positive outcome won't bring one.



Progressed Moon Ssq AS (Medium)
You can feel a bit at odds with yourself here for a couple of months, feeling a bit disjointed in the 
way your reactions bubble up. Timing is off, as you react too soon or too late because your 
antennae aren't quite in tune with what's going on. It passes, so in the meantime be deliberate 
when spontaneity fails.
Progressed Mercury Sqq DS (Medium)
You may catch yourself giving mixed messages this year, especially as it relates to your body 
language and gestures, so check your mirror and your video cam before you give a speech to the 
locals. It's not that you don't know what you mean to say, it's just that the point gets lost in the 
way you're laying it out, so work on your script and direction to iron out the kinks.
Progressed Moon Sqq IC (Medium)
A few months of disconnect from your public image here means you should probably get 
someone else to promote you for the moment, as the spirit doesn't move you to wave your own 
flag very effectively. It's not that you're not proud of what you do, just a little defocused as you 
gather your energies for the next step.
Transit Jupiter Ssx DS (Mild)
This locality can provide you with particularly strong support of a very positive nature this year -- 
especially in areas where you want to be part of new and cutting-edge operations. In general, the 
latest that's going on here will tend to welcome you to join in, as it looks like you fit right into the 
picture.
Transit Neptune Ssq DS (Mild)
You may find that your image doesn't always slip easily into the current local fantasy right now, 
and as a result you may be seen as an outsider or an interloper. It's about how you physically 
present yourself, and there's little to be done except to demonstrate that you can't judge a book 
by its cover.
Transit Neptune Sqq MC (Mild)
People here may not consider your background as ideal for their situation at all, whether there is 
any truth to that or not. It's a passing, but extended, phase which will have you repeatedly 
straightening out what you have and haven't done to clarify and set things straight. You'll know it 
by memory soon, if you choose to stay.
Progressed Mercury Ssq IC (Mild)
If you can't put your accomplishments into words for people here to understand, who can? That's 
your challenge this year, as you find the ability to describe what it is you do so well challenged by 
your own growth and change in direction. It's all about integrating what you're doing with what 
you've done -- and then expressing it clearly.


